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Two Minute Mornings

The simple, quick prompts-focusing
on gratitude, letting go of stress, and
setting daily intentions-are proven to
increase happiness and set readers up
for success every day.

Journal   9781452163468
As low as $12.54 

Tiny Buddha’s Gratitude Journal

Hardcover   9780062681263
As low as $14.79 

The Thank-You Project

Nancy Davis Kho wrote “thank-you for
the impact you’ve had on my life” letters
to key people in her life and provides
practical guidance for those who want to
start a letter-writing project of their own.

Hardcover   9780762468454
As low as $16.28 

G R A T I T U D E

GRATITUDE BOOKS

(S)

Customization Options (v):

• Cover Imprint (1-color): $1.00/book
• Promo-Pages (full-color printed): $2.00 / single-sided sheet

Bulk: 25 title minimum    Branded: 50 per title minimum

• Belly-Band Wrap (full-color printed): $2.00
• Set-Up Charge: $40 per decoration

Allow 10 days from proof approval.
Inquire for rush service.

A Simple Act of Gratitude

A rare memoir: its touching, immediately
accessible message-and benefits-come
to readers from the plainspoken
storytelling of an ordinary man. 

Softcover   9781401310714
As low as $12.57 

A Life of Gratitude

Filled with activities, projects, and prompts that can 
take a minute or a day to complete, this beautiful 
keepsake journal is the perfect way to get some
perspective and find happiness in the present.

Journal   9781452164311
As low as $11.06 

Gratitude: A Journal

Filled with a years worth of insightful
prompts, inspiring quotes, and ample room
for reflecting on all the things that make 
ife great.

Journal   9780811867207
As low as $11.06 

Everyday Gratitude

Inspiration from well-known minds such as Maya 
Angelou, Confucius, and Anne Frank combined with 
original reflections and practices to recognize the 
abundance of everyday opportunities for gratitude.

Softcover   9781635860467
As low as $11.06 

Questions, prompts and coloring
pages for a brighter, happier life.


